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Equipment Installed:
TC1 – 255 event time clock
TSC30 - 3.5” colour touchscreen
CRP073 SS - 7 button control panels
SCI0410S - 4 circuit inductive controller
SCI1205S - 12 circuit inductive controller

Lords Cricket Ground
London, UK.

Lord’s has long been seen as the ‘Home of Cricket’ and the game’s
spiritual ‘headquarters’. But its importance is not merely historical.
In practice it remains, to this day, perhaps the most important single
place in world cricket. The owners (MCC - Marylebone Cricket Club)
recently invested a substantial amount of money to bring the venue
up to date with a stunning refurbishment of the Museum, Library and
hospitality areas.
iLight were asked to provide an intelligent control system for the
project that would provide a flexible solution to cope with the many
multi-application rooms that would require lighting level adjustment on
a day-to-day basis.
The banqueting suite controls required special attention as the
lighting had to be able to cope with regular meetings, gala dinners,
award ceremonies, staff training and the all important MCC AGM.
The lighting had to be complimentary to the events as well as the
surrounding memorabilia, artwork and oak paneling that lends to the
historic atmosphere.
Specially constructed scenes and moods were pre-programmed using
the iLight iCANSOFT software. The simplicity of manual override and
remapping of scenes through the 3.5” colour touchscreen is the real
genius of the system. If a scene just isn’t suitable, staff can change
any light level at the touch of a button and save the levels for future
use. This flexibility ensures the lighting control system is a fundamental
part of the entertainment at Lord’s for years to come.
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